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Objective 
I am a professional Eng <> Ar translator/proofreader with 13 years of experience. I am a native 
speaker of Arabic. I hold a PhD in English linguistics and translation. I work with leading 
translation firms around the world. I am a vendor for the World Bank. My list of clients also 
includes top-ranked organizations such as the Organization for Security and Cooperation in 
Europe (OSCE), the United Nations Development Program (UNDP), the United Nations 
Environment Program (UNEP), the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) and the Arab Gulf 
Programme for United Nations Development Organizations (AGFUND). I deliver top-notch 
quality that meets internationally accepted criteria. My goal has always been to dexterously 
convey the message in the target language with honesty and precision while maintaining a 
reader-friendly style that lends itself to the topic at hand. Nothing is untranslatable. Skill-backed 
experience is the name of the game. Plus, a translator’s personal touch is what makes all the 
difference. 
 

Technical Skills 
• I have an excellent command of computer–aided translation tools, viz. Trados version 

7.  I am also an expert in terminology management using Trados MultiTerm 7. 
• I am quite comfortable using Adobe Acrobat Professional, Microsoft Excel, Microsoft 

Word, Powerpoint, and all search engines.  
• I am able to translate all sorts of tagged files such as HTML, XML, DHTML…etc., as well 

as MSSQL strings.  
Experience 

Over more than 13 years, I handled large scale translation jobs for world-class clients in a variety 
of areas. Below is a brief rundown of my experience in several domains: 

World Organizations 

I have substantial experience in handling material related to global organizations, 
such as the UNDP, UNEP, OECD, FAO, AGFUND, the EU, etc. Among the top projects I 
handled in that area were Greening the Blue, Chronological Compilation (Vol. 2) for 
the Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights, United Nations 
Development Programme Capacity Development: A UNDP Primer, a project on the 
Convention on Biological Diversity, Towards a Green Economy: A Synthesis for Policy 
Makers, Electoral Management Design: The International IDEA Handbook, Supporting 
Capacity Development: the UNDP Approach, Global Green New Deal Policy Brief, to 
name only a few.  A couple of years ago, I translated and was the team leader in 
charge of translating the UNDP website for KSA. The website was nearly 250 pages in 
size and quite diverse in content. I also did documents on POGAR (Program on 
Governance in the Arab Region), violence against women, country reports, etc. I have 
substantial experience translating UN documents and consulting the UN terms 
database. I am also a vendor for the World Bank, basically handling into English jobs 
in a myriad of topics.  
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Legal translation 

I do nearly all sorts of legal documents, such as confidentiality agreements, 
memoranda of understanding, articles of association, subpoenas, court orders, 
occupancy agreements, contracts, etc.   

Automotives 

I have solid experience in handling material on automotives, whether on the 
technical or marketing side. I handled projects for major automotive manufacturers; 
such as Land Rover (series such as Defender, Discovery, Range Rover), Rolls Royce, 
etc.  

Education 

In addition to being an English teacher at university for nearly 10 years myself, I have 
solid experience in handling education-related material. I translated the ELS Core 
Brochures for 2009/2010/2011 (with the 2012 brochure scheduled in summer), plus 
all fliers, booklets, promotions and related material, the 2007 TIMSS Results Report 
for Qatar, the website www.StudyUSA.com, along with numerous graduation 
certificates and school manuscripts.  

Technical Manuals  

Over the years, I did numerous technical manuals in a variety of areas. I did radio 
operation manuals, brochures for top-of-the-market brands such as Mother Care, 
Kenwood, Peltor, Seimens, Swaddle Me, Summer Infant, Acqados, etc. My biggest 
technical project was a 50k word document entitled, Siemens GSM-R Dispatcher 
Terminal.  

Copy-writing 

I am a professional copy-writer. I handled entire campaigns for world-renowned 
brand names, such Nokia Vertu, Epson, HP, Sony Ericsson, Blackberry, H&M, Marks & 
Spencer, Hilton, Starwood, Allianz,  Ras Gas, Kraft, Costa Coffee, Barclays, HSBC, 
Jumeirah, Rexona, Lux, Swarovski, Mandarin Oriental New York, Western Union, etc. 
I trans-create various adaptations off the English copies, making sure the Arabic 
copies are properly oriented for Arab cultures and markets, in terms of the 
appropriate tone, dialect as well as cultural, political and/or religious sensitivities.  
 

IT & Localization 

I translated whole IT books, back-to-back, on various topics, such as McAfee 
Antivirus, Adobe Freehand, etc. Additionally, I have substantial experience in website 
and software localizing, e.g. www.thecyberguardian.com (currently under 
construction). My latest project is the software localization of Sony Ericsson’s state-
of-the-art phone, Xperia.   

Financial translation 

I translated financial documents of different kinds such as: bank statements, invoices, 
bills, balance sheets, etc. One of the major financial projects I handled was the 2008 
Saudi telecom Annual Report. I also undertook projects related to the financial 
services of UBS AG, and Forex. 

Media & Journalism 

I part of the Eng-French-Ar translation team at www.magharebia.com and 
www.shorfa.com. In addition, I did countless press releases, media reports, and 
newsletters on a variety of topics. 

Corporate Ethics  

I translated courses on confidentiality, anti-corruption, anti-bribery for renowned oil 
companies in the Gulf. Among my major projects in this area are Health and Safety 
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Policy and Responsibilities Document, Aibel Compliance Program, e-learning courses 
on anti-corruption and anti-bribery for Kuwait Petroleum Corporation (KPC), etc.  

Literary  

I translated a number of short stories as well as critique pieces on Syrian and 
Lebanese literature at the turn of the twentieth century.   

Subtitling 

I have solid experience in subtitling spanning 12 years or more. I subtitle films, TV 
shows, soap operas, documentaries…etc. for ART (Arab Radio and Television), the 
leading entertainment network in the Arab world, Showtime and Hallmark networks, 
in addition to the DVD market worldwide.  

Miscellaneous 

I also deliver a bunch of other language-related services such as: brand-name 
checking, disaster checks, transcription, proofreading and editing. Less frequent 
areas of translation include: online surveys, fashion, cosmetics, certificates & 
business cards, etc.  Other working language pairs are Fr-Eng and Fr-Ar.  
 
For over ten years, I worked at the Faculty of Humanities, department of English, 
teaching courses in English conversation (standard American English and BBC 
English), general courses in English, grammar and translation. I was also an instructor 
at the CIC (Canadian International College) in Cairo, teaching English language 
courses (related to the four language acquisition skills; reading, writing, listening and 
speaking). 

Education 
• 2005-2010: A PhD. degree from Azhar University (Cairo, Egypt) in English linguistics 

and translation; thesis entitled ‘Islamophobia on the World Wide Web: A Critical 
Discourse Analysis.’ 

• 2001-2004: An MA degree from Azhar University (Cairo, Egypt) in English linguistics 
and translation; thesis entitled ‘A Pragmatic Analysis of Egyptian and American 
Contemporary Newspaper Advertisements.’ 

• 1993-1998: A BA degree in English language, literature and translation with distinction 
and honors degree from the department of English language, literature and 
simultaneous interpretation at the Faculty of Humanities, Azhar University, Cairo, 
Egypt. 

• 1979–1993: Thanweya Amma from Saint Fatima Language School, Cairo, Egypt. 
Memberships 

I am a ProZ.com Certified PRO Platinum member since 2007. 

Travel & Leisure  
I am a passionate traveler. I have been around most of Europe, visited France, the UK, Italy, 
Greece, Malta, Cyprus, and Turkey. I also visited the US and a number of Arab countries such 
Lebanon, Syria and Tunisia. I enjoy reading, walking and trying exotic cuisines.  

 


